
WINTER GUARD ANNOUNCEMENT SCRIPT

WGI Rule 6.6

Color guards are allowed to use music and/or recorded narration as part of their setup process through the house sound
system after one (1) minute of the color guard’s interval time. If a color guard chooses to use music or recorded
narration, they must communicate this to the Timing and Penalty judge. The color guard is responsible for any music
direction required at the sound table, which must be given in person.

Take all cues for announcing from the T&P judge.  The T&P  judge will point to the announcer to cue each part of the
script.

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

As the unit enters the floor:

Please welcome from [CITY, STATE], [NAME OF COLORGUARD].

TWO OPTIONS HERE:
● Option 1: At 1:30 (for Open, National A, Regional A, & Middle School class) or at 2:00 (for World class), the

announcement will be made
● Option 2: An instructor or designated individual stands near the sound table and indicates to the T&P judge when

to make the announcement.

INDICATE WHICH OPTION YOU ARE CHOOSING WHEN YOU ARE GREETED BY THE T&P JUDGE PRIOR
TO YOUR PERFORMANCE.

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

“Performing their [year] show, [name of show], NCBA is proud to present [name of performing unit].”

Throughout the day:

“As a friendly reminder, flash photography is prohibited during the performances.”



WINTER PERCUSSION ANNOUNCEMENT SCRIPT

Take all cues for announcing from the T&P judge.  The T&P  judge will point to the announcer to cue each part of the
script.

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

As the unit enters the floor:

Please welcome from [CITY, STATE], [NAME OF UNIT].

As the unit finishes their setup:

Take all cues for announcing from the T&P judge.  The T&P  judge will point to the announcer to cue each part of the
script.

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

“Are the judges ready?”

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

“[NAME OF UNIT], are you ready?”

[CUE FROM T&P JUDGE]

“Performing their [year] show, [name of show], NCBA is proud to present [name of performing unit].”

Throughout the day:

“As a friendly reminder, flash photography is prohibited during the performances.”


